Knoll Luxe is a line of fashion-forward, lifestyle-enhancing textiles, inspired by the innovative work and minimalist style of Florence Knoll. Knoll Luxe is the evolution of classic modernism combined with a world-atelier point of view. Global influences from the disciplines of art, architecture, design, fashion, and technology are integrated.

KNOLL LUXE IS ABOUT LIFESTYLE. IT IS ABOUT FASHION, BEAUTY, AND LUXURY. IT IS ABOUT INNOVATION.

Elegant and sophisticated, Knoll Luxe fabrics are created to stand alone as pre-eminent designs. The purity and simplicity of color, pattern, and texture ensure that Knoll Luxe can combine with, complement, and enhance the other elements of a space — creating a unified, holistic experience of beauty and luxury.
Fashion forward. Modern luxury.
Dorothy Cosonas, creative director of Knoll Luxe, embraced the heritage of classic modernism. And evolved it.
Cosonas combines a modern minimalist perspective with a visionary point of view.

Informed by the spare, functional, and geometric principles of the Bauhaus, Dorothy’s approach celebrates global influences, integrates high-fashion, and results in an intelligent, evocative fusion that is very much in the now.
A modern perspective. Conceived in the now.
As surfaces they are pure, elegant, minimal.
Refined design, luxurious fiber, and supreme craftsmanship are uniquely fused to reflect a world-atelier point of view.
Knoll Luxe brings people an enhanced experience of their space and infuses their surroundings with inspiration.
Modern simplicity. Fashioned beauty.
Knoll Luxe fabrics are an understated piece of the whole that complement and enhance a designer’s overall vision of a space.

A piece of the whole. A means to the vision.
Knoll Luxe: fashion fusion, fine textiles.